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possible exactly to determine as between 1901 and 1913. But
books on science were enormously multiplied;1 those on medicine
more than doubled; history and biography rose from 438 to 933;
poetry and drama from 202 to 466; and the books classed in 1901
as 'political economy, trade, and commerce9, which then
numbered 351, appear in 1913 to have had not less than 1,039
counterparts.
In point of literary distinction the drama easily takes first
place. There now burst upon England in full flood the long-
hoped-for theatrical renaissance; and the twenty years5 struggle
of the reforming critics and pioneers bore memorable fruit in the
brilliant output of Bernard Shaw, Galsworthy, Barrie, and many
others. For the first time since the age of Shakespeare the English
stage led Europe in the quality of its authorship. English plays
were translated into many languages, and acted in most of the
leading cities of two continents.
The virile and overflowing personality of Shaw set up from
the first a strong current away from the drama that creates
characters to the drama that discusses ideas. They were the
ideas of the time2—removal of inequalities between the sexes
and between classes; emancipation from traditional taboos; re-
apportionment within the community of the fruits of modern
science and industry; re-casting of the political structure to meet
modern conditions; and, amid all iconoclasms, the recurring
search for some religious outlook, which should restore meaning
and purpose to life as a whole. Shaw's own genius was corrosive
and dissolvent; he succeeded much better as destroyer than as
constructor; yet he believed himself to be most interested in the
constructive side. Problems of property and marriage, socialism,
imperialism, feminism, trade-unionism, Irish nationalism, syn-
dicalism, Salvationism, and divorce—such were the typical
motifs of Edwardian and early Georgian drama. Galsworthy,
with a tidier and less discursive mind than Shaw and an outlook
more definitely humanitarian, specialized also on a topic of his
own, the reform of criminal justice and imprisonment. Here the
great work of the home office and Sir Evelyn Ruggles-Brise,
described in the previous chapter, derived material help from
1 In 1901 *arts, science, and illustrated works* covered 310 volumes. In 1913
'science* alone accounted for 594 and 'technology* for 593. The influence of
modernized education is very apparent in these figures.
a The stage did not merely reflect them as such. It helped powerfully to make
them such.

